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EDITORIAL

IMPACT FACTOR 1,35
Once again; what should and could we do about it?
In June, as usual, Thomson Reuters-ISI Web of Knowledge
published the impact factors for all the medical journals
included in its listing and they attributed the Portuguese
Journal of Pulmonology (PJP) an impact factor (IF) of 1,357.1
This is the sixth consecutive year that PJP has been awarded
an impact factor and the fifth consecutive year that it has
increased (Fig. 1).2---4 This IF value for the second consecutive
year is above 1 which gives more strength and credibility to
this progressive evolution.4 Since the 5-year IF is now 0,841,
if this encouraging evolution persists during this year, we can
expect a 5-year IF of around 1 next year. The present IF is the
result of 114 citations in 2015, to be exact, 68 citations from
articles published in 2013 and 46 from articles published
in 2014, based on a total of 84 articles published in PJP
in those 2 years.1 These citations came from a significant
variety of medical journals and we can feel pleased with
ourselves that there are citations from PJP in the journals
with higher IF (Fig. 2).1 Moreover, for the third consecutive
year, PJP is the national medical journal with the highest
IF.1 As in recent years, PJP has maintained a progressive
increase in the number of citations, more precisely has had
309 citations related to all editions, which means that this
evolution is sustainable.1---4
To reiterate what I have stated in previous years a special acknowledgement has to be given to the Board of the
Pulmonology Portuguese Society (SPP) in name of its former
President Prof. Dr. Robalo Cordeiro and its current President

Prof. Dr. Venceslau Hespanhol for all the encouraging and
loyal support given during these last few years. I also want
of course to express my gratitude to the associate editors,
Prof. Dr. Fátima Rodrigues, Prof. Dr. Melo Cristino, Dr.
Richard Staats and Dra. Jessica Jones for their hard work
and cooperation and to all the editorial council members
for their expert advice. Our deep appreciation is also due
to all the reviewers for their time and effort, which has led
to higher scientific quality of the published data, and to
the authors who trusted that PJP was a suitable medium
for promulgating their scientific work. Many thanks, of
course, to all the Elsevier staff, whose hard work has not
only ensured that the PJP has kept to schedules but also
maintained the high quality of the editions.
However, besides being a time for celebration, these
must also be moments of reflection and concern. Having
achieved an IF-1,35, I think we can consider our main goal to
be reaching quarter 3 in the following years. To do that, we
need to have an IF of nearly value of 2. As I have commented
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Figure 2 The variety of Journals which have cited PJP articles. This figure is shown in full color in the electronic version
of the article.
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in previous editorials, the present model of the journal that
allowed us to evolve in this outstanding way is now becoming exhausted.5,6 We have to attract more readers, authors
and reviewers from abroad in order to get the cooperation
that we need for the high number of manuscripts submitted
per year and the grater visibility of the journal that will lead
to a consequent progressive increase in the number of the
citations. This will contribute to the main goal of the journal, greater visibility and wider diffusion of the Portuguese
respiratory research using an international journal which is
valued by the international respiratory community. The discussion and a final decision about the modification of the
name of the journal and the extension of the international
editorial board is urgent and it is highly desirable that the
next year of 2017 will be a time of a profound debate leading
to a final consensus about where the PJP is going.
Next year, we will keep to the present editorial model
that is with each number including one or two editorials,
five original articles, one review article and eight research
letters and/or letters to editor. Although the number of
the submitted manuscripts have been consistently growing, the actual number of citations doesn’t allow, for now,
an increase in the number of the publications. In the last
two years, we have noticed an increase in the number of
national submissions, which is a source of satisfaction, since
it certainly reflects a higher dynamism in the research and
publication by the national centers. Moreover, the number
of articles from Brazil has also slightly increased and we
have had a significant growth in the number of manuscripts
and the diversity of the proveniences from abroad. However,
we still have a higher percentage of rejections, sometimes
immediately after the first evaluation by the editors, which
does mean that we are still not able to attract as many high
quality papers and research groups as we would like.
The publications in the last two years on a diverse
number of topics have maintained PJP as a general respiratory journal, since a diversity of respiratory topics were
object of publications.7---14 Also the most frequently discussed issues, the consequence of the respiratory disorders
with higher social impact and also the object of interest
and research of a higher number of investigators are predominant. Again, the obstructive disorders as COPD7,15---18 or
asthma11,19---21 with all the related topics were object of the
higher number of publication manuscripts in all the editorial forms as original articles, review series or letters to
editor. However, we have had the opportunity to publish
articles related with other topics, which are not normally
so common, like, for instance, matters related to Interstitial Lung Diseases14,22,23 , bronchiectasis10 , neuromuscular
disorders9,24 , or even papers with interface with other specialties such as Pediatrics25,26 or Intensive Medicine27 , and
we think that is the right direction way for a journal open to
the high variety of respiratory research and also a forum for
scientific discussion not only with other respiratory physicians but also with those who in their work are in some way
to connected with the respiratory system.
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